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Executive Summary
1. The Okeanos Explorer replaced its original Kongsberg EM302 TX array (2007) with a new EM304 MKII array during the 

2020-21 winter maintenance period. The TX array modules are serial numbers 1-14, signifying early adoption of this MKII 
following the extended service life of the original EM302 TX modules.  No changes were made to the RX array (see 2018 
EM302 RX SAT report for details of this array replacement).

2. TX cards in the EM304 topside unit (see 2020 EM304 SAT report) were upgraded to the MKII firmware; 20 (of 48) cards 
were placed into the spare inventory, as the new TX array cable design requires only 28 cards (two cards per module). SIS 
acquisition software was updated to version 5.6.0.

3. The POS MV GNSS antennas were upgraded to Trimble GA830 units for improved rejection of interference from nearby 
transmitters (e.g., Iridium).  Software and firmware were updated for the Applanix POS MV navigation system.

4. A complete survey of the vessel was conducted by Westlake Consultants in dry dock, including the placement of new 
welded benchmarks throughout the ship.  The granite block remains the origin for configuration of all mapping sensors. 
Linear and angular offsets for the POS MV IMU, EM304 arrays, and GNSS antennas were provided following NSF-funded 
Multibeam Advisory Committee (MAC) recommendations (e.g., reporting in the Kongsberg and Applanix axis and sign 
conventions). Westlake report Rev. 1 was used for configuration of the EM304 and POS MV.  Rev. 2 is pending with 
additional details requested by the EX mapping team.

5. The Westlake survey is very high quality, in both the apparent accuracy of the results and the clarity of the report.  The 
effort and expense of this survey seems to have paid off in mapping system performance.  The POS MV GAMS antenna 
baseline calibration converged quickly, in agreement with the surveyed baseline, and the EM304 geometric calibration 
(‘patch test’) results are very small.  Swath artifacts (e.g., ‘wobbles’) that are sometimes attributable to lower-accuracy 
surveys (e.g., potential errors in transducer array angles) were not apparent in the EX2101 data, despite working an a 
region of high sound speed variability. 2



Executive Summary
6. Sea acceptance testing (SAT) for the new MKII TX array was conducted during EX2101, with a first phase April 16-22, 2021 

in the Gulf of Mexico and additional data collection through May 10, 2021 in the Atlantic.  Kongsberg, NOAA Ocean 
Exploration, and OMAO personnel on board worked together to complete the following procedures:

1. Review the Westlake report and EM304 / POS MV system geometry 
2. Configure the EM304 with the 2021 Westlake survey results
3. Complete POS MV GAMS calibrations to verify antenna baseline
4. Calibrate the EM304 for residual angular offsets (‘patch test’)
5. Assess EM304 accuracy across all depth modes at 250 m, 1100 m, 3400 m, and 5200 m reference sites; the 3400 m 

reference survey also served as a demonstration survey under the Kongsberg SAT contract
6. Evaluate swath coverage achieved by the system over a wide range of depths and document unexpected behavior
7. Estimate data rates from EM304 .kmall / .kmwcd files and compare to EM302 .all / .wcd (EX1902) examples 
8. Examine RX noise levels perceived by the EM304 over a wide range of speeds
9. Collect backscatter normalization data sets across Shallow through Very Deep modes at two sites
10. Assess EM304 software functionality with Kongsberg engineering support

7. The patch test was completed at a new site developed near Key West; results were very small, indicating a high-quality 
survey with correct implementation in the POS MV and SIS configurations.

8. An extremely small potential roll bias (<0.01°) was apparent intermittently during certain survey lines and accuracy tests.  
Crosslines at the 1100 and 3400 m accuracy sites were used for roll verification, with results centered around zero across 
a wide range of subsets.  No change is recommended unless additional survey data indicates a more consistent roll bias.3



Executive Summary
9. Accuracy testing indicated expected performance across all modes. A SIS configuration error (for application of attitude 

velocity input) was discovered after it quietly disabled FM during the 3400 m accuracy test.  This issue had also been 
experienced during the 2020 EM304 (MKI) SAT, and should be addressed by Kongsberg to warn users when FM is 
expected but not available due to attitude velocity settings.  The configuration was corrected and additional accuracy 
crosslines were surveyed with FM fully enabled and utilized.

10. Swath coverage achieved during EX2101 generally met expectations, with a coverage improvement of ~0.25-1.0 times 
water depth in depths of 1500-3500 m compared to the EX1810 and EX1902 EM302 data.  This improvement in deep 
water coverage (and survey efficiency) is balanced by a coverage decrease in shallow waters due to the maximum angle 
reduction from 75°/75° (EM302) to 70°/70° (EM304); these decreases in shallow coverage are due to software cutoffs 
that may be addressed in a future release. An unexpected delay in automatic switching from Deeper to Very Deep is 
being investigated by Kongsberg with input from the EX mapping team and EX2101 coverage trends.

11. Noise levels perceived by the EM304 MKII over a range of speeds showed trends similar to the 2020 EM304 (MKI) results.  
The MKII hardware upgrade did not include RX hardware; however, the 2021 data showed a slightly elevated noise floor 
compared to 2020, possibly related to higher susceptibility to lower-frequency propulsion noise in the broader EM304 
MKII frequency range (20-32 kHz in the RX Noise BIST data).  These results do not seem to materially impact routine 
mapping.

12. TX and RX Channels BIST data collected at the start of EX2101 provide a proxy for baseline hardware health at the start of 
the MKII service life, with only two TX elements and one RX element out of factory specification.

13. Qualitatively, the seabed imagery produced in real-time by the EM304 looked fairly consistent.  Ideally, Kongsberg can 
process the backscatter normalization data quickly and corrections can be applied for the majority of the 2021 field 
season. 4



Executive Summary
14. Qualitatively, the extensive erroneous soundings in the outer swaths edges (see 2020 EM304 SAT report) seemed to have 

been largely resolved with the MKII upgrade. 

15. The POS MV started experiencing routine dropouts late in the Atlantic portion of the SAT, occurring at the same time on 
two subsequent days and causing erroneous or missed pings in the EM304.  Applanix has been contacted and will need to 
address this to ensure reliable mapping operations.

16. SIS stability has significantly improved since the 2020 EM304 SAT.  However, the PU and SIS machines required nearly 
daily restarts to prevent some critical issues (e.g., windows freezing, SIS crashes).  These issues have been noted for 
Kongsberg.

17. The EX2101 EM304 MKII SAT went exceedingly smoothly, thanks to the coordination and efforts of the EX mapping team 
well ahead of the SAT (e.g., Westlake survey planning) and at sea.  ECs Shannon Hoy and Sam Candio worked closely and 
effectively with SST Charlie Wilkins, the ship’s crew, Kongsberg field engineer Adam Hughes-Wooton, and land-based 
team members to ensure all testing and troubleshooting could be scheduled efficiently with consideration for the sea 
state forecasts and other ship operations.  Consequently, the EM304 MKII is performing very well at the start of its service 
life.
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Onboard Personnel
Name Role Affiliation

Shannon Hoy Expedition Coordinator NOAA Ocean Exploration

Sam Candio Expedition Coordinator NOAA Ocean Exploration

Charlie Wilkins Senior Survey Technician NOAA OMAO

Kevin Jerram Mapping Watch Leader UCAR

Erin Heffron Mapping Watch Leader UCAR

Adam Hughes-Wooton Engineering Kongsberg

Dave Blessing Chief Elec. Technician NOAA OMAO

Andy Lister Data/Network Team GFOE

Mark Durbin Data/Network Team GFOE

Jim Meyers Data/Network Team GFOE

Chris Wright Data/Network Team GFOE

image credit: NOAAFor efficiency, only onboard science party members involved with EM304 SAT are listed; the 
crew and other shore-based science team members played critical roles in EX2101.
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Introduction
NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer undertook Sea 
Acceptance Testing (SAT) of a new EM304 MKII 
multibeam echosounder TX array upgrade during 
16-22 April, 2021 (EX2101).

Data were collected in the Gulf of Mexico and 
Atlantic Ocean offshore from Key West and Port 
Canaveral, FL, respectively.

This report presents:

1. an overview of the data collected, processing 
methods applied, and results illustrating EM304 
MKII performance.

2. an overview of major (documented) changes to 
the configuration from the initial installation 
through EX2101.

3. post-SAT settings for the EM304 and POS MV.
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Onboard Activities
The primary SAT activities included:

1. EM304 and POS MV configuration based on the 
2021 Westlake survey (Rev. 1) and waterline calc.

2. EM304 BISTs for Harbor Acceptance Testing

3. POS MV GAMS calibration

4. Geometric calibration (‘patch test’)

5. Accuracy testing at four sites to assess all modes:
a. 250 m: Shallow, Medium

b. 1100 m: Deep, Deeper

c. 3400 m: Deeper, Very Deep, Extra Deep, Extreme Deep

d. 5200 m: Very Deep, Extra Deep, Extreme Deep

6. RX noise vs. speed testing

7. Backscatter normalization

8. Swath extinction data collection during transits

9. Training and troubleshooting with Kongsberg

10. Other integration (K-Sync, Sound Speed Manager)
Not all onboard activities are reported in this document.8
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Onboard Activities
Date Activity

2021-04-14 (Wed) (dockside) Board Okeanos Explorer after quarantine / shelter-in-place

SAT final planning

2021-04-15 (Thurs) (dockside) Westlake report review

EM304 and POS MV pre-SAT configuration

EM304 preliminary BIST testing

Waterline calculation, configuration in SIS

POS MV firmware upgrade

2021-04-16 (Fri) Depart Key West, safety meeting

POS MV GAMS calibration

Transit to EM304 calibration site; swath coverage testing

EM304 calibration (‘patch test’)

2021-04-17 (Sat) 3400 m reference survey

2021-04-18 (Sun) 3400 m accuracy crosslines

Troubleshooting attitude velocity application and FM transmission

RX noise versus speed testing



Date Activity

2021-04-18 (Sun, continued) Swath coverage testing during transit to 1100 m accuracy site

1100 m reference survey and accuracy crosslines (continuing to 4-19)

2021-04-19 (Mon) 3400 m accuracy crosslines with FM enabled; elevated seas

2021-04-20 (Tue) Deep (3500 m) demonstration survey

2021-04-21 (Wed) 3400 m accuracy crosslines with FM enabled; calm seas

Swath coverage testing during transit to 250 m accuracy site

2021-04-22 (Thurs) 250 m reference survey and accuracy crosslines

Swath coverage testing on transit to Key West for crew transfer

2021-04-23 (Fri) Non-SAT onboard activities:

through 2021-04-26 (Mon) DP calibration, EK60/80 calibrations (38, 70, 120, 200 kHz)

2021-04-27 (Tue) Transit from Gulf of Mexico to Blake Plateau/Ridge

2021-04-28 (Wed) Transit from Gulf of Mexico to Blake Plateau/Ridge

2021-04-29 (Thurs) Backscatter normalization (Shallow, Medium, Deep)

Blake Plateau survey

Onboard Activities
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Date Activity

2021-04-30 (Fri) Blake Plateau survey

2021-05-01 (Sat) Blake Plateau survey, EK60 calibration (18 kHz)

2021-05-02 (Sun) Blake Plateau survey, transit to deep backscatter normalization site

2021-05-03 (Mon) Deep backscatter normalization (Deep, Deeper, Very Deep)

2021-05-04 (Tue) Swath coverage testing to 5200 m off Blake Ridge (outbound)

2021-05-05 (Wed) 5200 m accuracy crosslines; elevated seas

5200 m accuracy reference survey

Swath coverage testing off Blake Ridge (inbound); elevated seas

2021-05-06 (Thurs) Transit to Blake Plateau survey

2021-05-07 (Fri) Blake Plateau survey

through 2021-05-09 (Sun) Blake Plateau survey

2021-05-09 (Sun) SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket launch, Eta Aquarid meteor shower

Swath coverage testing during transit to port

2021-05-10 (Mon) Arrive Port Canaveral, FL

Onboard Activities
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Survey System Components
The primary mapping system components are:
1. Kongsberg Maritime EM304 MKII multibeam 

echosounder (20-32 kHz, 0.5° TX x 1.0° RX)
1. TX 1 s/n 117, TX 2 s/n 119, RX s/n 112, PU s/n 10016

2. Kongsberg Maritime Seafloor Information System
1. SIS v5.6.0.441

3. Applanix POS MV-320 V5 navigation system
1. Receiver s/n 5505C03528

4. Surface sound speed sensors:
1. Reson SV-70 probe in sea chest (primary)

2. Flow-through TSG (secondary)

5. Sound speed profiling systems:
1. AOML Autolauncher XBT profiling system

2. Sippican manual XBT profiling system

3. Seabird SBE 9plus CTD profiling systems
• 2X shipboard (rotating annually between field seasons)
• 2X ROV-mounted (1 ea. on Deep Discoverer and 

Seirios)
4. Sound Speed Manager software (v2021.1.6)

Granite Block (looking STBD)

EM304 RX Unit (above)
EM304 TX Units (right)

POS MV IMU (protected by 
steel cover bolted to deck)
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EM 304 MKII: General Specs
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Measurements Bathymetry / seabed backscatter / water column backscatter

Frequency 26 kHz (20 to 32 kHz)

Depth 10 to 11000 m (Kongsberg data sheet)

Tx Beams Multi-sectors (max. 8 sectors per swath) / dual swath enabled

Rx Beams 512 (800 soundings per swath in High Density Mode)

Beam Widths 0.5° TX / 1.0° RX

Signal Shapes CW / FM

Transmit Modes Shallow :                    10 - 250 m     4 Tx sectors per swath (CW)
Medium :                 250 - 750 m     4 Tx sectors per swath (CW)
Deep :                     750 - 1000 m     8 Tx sectors per swath (CW)
Deeper :               1000 - 3300 m     8 Tx sectors per swath (CW/FM 
Mix)
Very deep :          3300 - 5000 m     6 Tx sectors per swath (FM)
Extra deep :         5000 - 7000 m     4 Tx sectors per swath (FM)
Extreme deep :   > 7000 m              2 Tx sectors per swath (FM)

*format and applicable information from Kongsberg and Ifremer 
https://www.ifremer.fr/madida/documents/analyses/Thalassa-em304-sept2018 v1.pdf



EM 304 MKII: TX Features
Reported differences between the EM304 MKI (with EM302 TX array modules) and MKII TX array upgrade

1. Improved TX bandwidth and power with fewer cables / LPTX36 boards
2. Improved swath coverage
3. Roll stabilization increased from ±10° to ±15°
4. EM304 Ping Modes (Corresponding EM302 Ping Modes in Red)

• Shallow (Shallow, CW)
• Medium (Medium, CW)
• Deep (Deep, CW)
• Deeper (Deep’, CW/FM)
• Very Deep (Very Deep, FM)
• Extra Deep (Extra Deep 1, FM)
• Extreme Deep (Extra Deep 2, FM)
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Overview: History
The term ‘system geometry’ means the linear and angular offsets of the primary components of the multibeam mapping 
systems, including the transmit arrays (TX), receive arrays (RX), GNSS antennas, and motion sensors (MRU/IMU).  The 
following table provides an overview of major (documented) events affecting system geometry.

Date Location Event References

2007-07 Seattle , WA
WESTLAKE survey to establish vessel reference frame and offsets of EM302 arrays, POS MV 
IMU, and GNSS antennas; offsets reported in ship-aligned coordinate system with origin at the 
granite block and translated into Kongsberg and Applanix conventions

WESTLAKE survey report 
(July 12, 2007)

2015-01
NGS survey of new GNSS antenna positions on Jan 2 2015; report includes offsets from granite 
block (Table 1) and IMU (Table 1); Table 1 offsets from granite block (origin of EM302/304 
reference frame) to port antenna were configured in the POS MV primary GNSS lever arm

NGS POS MV Antennas 
Survey Report (Jan 2, 2015)

2018-09 Norfolk, VA API survey following RX array replacement; offsets reported in the same reference frame as the 
WESTLAKE report; see EX1810 RX array SAT report for details

API survey report 
screenshots (Sept 2, 2018)

2018-10 Quonset, RI Sea Acceptance Testing for EM302 RX array; POS MV GAMS calibration, EM302 calibration EX1810 EM302 RX Array 
SAT report

2019-05 Pascagoula, MS to 
Key West, FL Quality assurance testing; POS MV GAMS calibration, EM302 calibration EX1902 EM302 Acoustic 

Systems Shakedown report

2020-03 Pascagoula, MS to 
Key West, FL Sea Acceptance Testing for EM304 topside upgrade; calibration EX2000 EM304 SAT report

2021
Pascagoula, MS and 
Key West to Port 
Canaveral, FL

EM304 MKII TX array installation; Trimble GA830 GNSS antenna installation; WESTLAKE survey 
and waterline calculation; Sea Acceptance Testing for MKII; calibration

EX2101 EM304 MKII SAT 
report (this document)

System Geometry Review
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System Geometry Review Overview: EM304 and POS MV
1. The EM302 RX array was replaced in 2018 (with a new vessel offset survey by API) and the EM302 TRU was 

upgraded to an EM304 in 2020; the original EM302 TX array installed in 2007 was replaced with an EM304 
MKII variant during the 2020-21 winter maintenance period.

2. See the EX1810 SAT, EX1902 shakedown, and EX2000 SAT reports for details of the EM302 and EM304 (MKI) 
configurations and performance prior to the MKII upgrade.

3. The POS MV IMU and granite block are not known to have been removed, reinstalled, or otherwise modified 
since completion of the EX2000 SAT; the POS MV GNSS antennas were updated to Trimble GA830 units, 
maintaining the same locations on the bridge antenna mast, during the 2021-20 winter maintenance period.

4. The vessel and all EM304 and POS MV components were surveyed by Westlake and reported according to 
Kongsberg / Applanix conventions and MAC recommendations, keeping the origin at the granite block; this 
report utilizes and reaffirms the long-standing mapping system reference frame on board.

5. The EM304 was configured prior to EX2101 SAT data collection using all Westlake reported offsets and zeros 
for Attitude 1 in SIS; patch test results (applied in Attitude 1) were small, reflecting a high-quality survey and 
suggesting correct implementation in EM304 and POS MV software.

6. The appendices of this report includes post-EX2101 EM304 SAT system configurations to be used for the 2021 
field season (or until any sensors are modified).
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System Geometry Review
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Vessel Survey
1. The 2020-21 Westlake survey results (Rev. 1) provided mapping 

sensor linear offsets using the Kongsberg/Applanix axis and sign 
conventions; the survey reference frame is aligned with the hull based 
on a best fit of keel and deck measurements, and all angles are 
referenced from the vertical and horizontal planes of the vessel frame 
(note: not the plane of the granite block)

2. Origin is the center of the granite block cross mark

3. Linear offsets reported in meters in a ‘right-handed’ system

a. +X forward (agrees with KM/Applanix)

b. +Y to starboard (agrees with KM/Applanix)

c. +Z down (agrees with KM/Applanix)

4. Angular offsets reported in decimal degrees

a. +Roll (positive with starboard side down, per KM/Applanix)

b. +Pitch (positive with bow up, per KM/Applanix)

c. +Heading (positive with bow rotation to stbd, per compass 
convention and KM/Applanix)





EM304 Configuration Lever Arms and Angles
1. The granite block remains the origin for linear offsets in all sensor reference frames; all angles are reported 

relative to the vessel horizontal and vertical planes, per Kongsberg and Applanix conventions.
2. At the start of EX2101, the EM304 Installation Parameters were configured using Westlake survey offsets.

3. Attitude 1 (attitude) installation angles were set to zero prior to calibration.
4. Attitude 2 (attitude velocity for FM Doppler correction) installation angles were set to zero.

PRE-CALIBRATION
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1. Waterline in the EM304 reference frame was determined dockside on April 14 and updated in SIS.

2. The process is described in the EX2101 Waterline Calculation and Waterline Worksheet, available 
separately. For access contact oar.oer.exmappingteam@noaa.gov.

3. From the waterline calculation process and discussions with the port engineer, it is believed that the draft 
marks on the bow are referenced from the original keel instead of the transducer blister; this may explain 
the difference of ~0.40 m (~16”) between the historic SIS WL value of +2.20 m and the new value of +1.80 
m (configured in SIS, bottom; see linked documents for details).

EM304 Configuration Waterline Calculation
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POS MV Configuration Lever Arms and Angles
1. POS MV lever arms and angles were updated with Westlake results prior to EX2101; GNSS antenna heights 

were set to the L1 phase center heights (calculated by Westlake using Trimble GA830 antenna drawings).
2. A GAMS calibration was performed shortly after departure on April 16, prior to EM304 calibration; results 

confirmed the surveyed antenna baseline, which was left unchanged in POSView (see note on next slide).

3. The Ref to Aux. 1 GNSS Lever Arm previously used for C-Nav was set to zero, as this is no longer in service.
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POS MV Configuration GAMS Calibration
1. Four GAMS calibrations were conducted on 16 April 2021 prior to 

EM304 calibration; each test converged quickly and fell within 
reasonable tolerances of the surveyed antenna baseline.

2. Individual GAMS baseline results varied up to approximately 1 cm 
in the alongship and vertical directions between tests.

3. The average GAMS baseline fell within 0.001 m in the athwartship 
and vertical directions and within 0.006 m in the alongship 
direction from the Westlake surveyed baseline; the Westlake 
baseline vector was re-entered in POSView after the GAMS tests.
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EM304 Calibration Site Selection and Data Collection
1. A new calibration plan was developed for EX2101 at a 

site on the Florida Escarpment with suitable slopes and 
bathymetric relief; this region was selected to minimize 
transit distance from Key West en route to deep water 
for coverage and accuracy testing.

2. Calibration lines were run at 6 kts in the order of:
1. Pitch (AB and BA)
2. Roll (CD and DC)
3. Heading (EF and GH)

3. No verification lines were conducted at the initial patch 
test site, as the initial calibration data indicated very 
clear results; a deep roll verification was conducted using 
accuracy crosslines in depths of 3400 m and 1100 m.

4. CTD/XBTs were conducted prior to the first pitch line and 
first roll line; all sound speed profiles were processed in 
Sound Speed Manager using World Ocean Atlas 2013 
salinity data, applied in SIS during data collection, and 
applied on a ‘nearest in time’ basis in post-processing.
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EM304
Calibration Waypoint

Decimal Degrees Degrees Decimal Minutes

Lat. Lon. Lat. Deg. Lat. Min. Lon. Deg. Lon. Min.

Pitch
A 24.406284 -84.130752 24 24.377 -84 7.845

B 24.453715 -84.159253 24 27.223 -84 9.555

Roll
C 24.383038 -83.925896 24 22.982 -83 55.554

D 24.356957 -83.874109 24 21.417 -83 52.447

Heading 1
E 24.417154 -84.109168 24 25.029 -84 6.550

F 24.464587 -84.137663 24 27.875 -84 8.260

Heading 2
G 24.395412 -84.152332 24 23.725 -84 9.140

H 24.442838 -84.180840 24 26.570 -84 10.850



EM304 Calibration Pre-Calibration Configuration
1. SIS Installation Parameters for Attitude 1 were set 

to zero prior to the EX2101 calibration.
2. Calibration data were examined with the patch test 

tool in QPS Qimera v2.3.3 between tests in order to 
apply the results in SIS prior to each subsequent 
test; calibration processing in SIS was not possible 
during the test due to a software issue.

3. Results of each test indicated small adjustments 
that were subsequently applied in SIS; iterative 
Qimera calibration processing indicated no 
adjustments beyond the initial results (i.e., no 
coupling of larger attitude offsets).

4. Positioning latency was checked comparing the 
second pitch line with a high-speed return transit on 
the same course (between heading lines), applying 
consistent pitch values to both lines in the Qimera 
vessel configuration; this type of latency check is 
normally inconclusive in deep water, and no 
position or attitude latencies were apparent in the 
data.

PRE-CALIBRATION
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EM304 Calibration

Pitch calibration lines in the QPS 
Qimera (v2.3.3) Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: 0.00 °
2. Calibration adjustment: -0.02 °
3. Final pitch offset: -0.02° in SIS

Results: Pitch
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EM304 Calibration

Roll calibration lines in the QPS 
Qimera (v2.3.3) Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: 0.00°
2. Calibration adjustment: 0.00°
3. Verification adjustments: ±0.01°

4. Final roll offset: 0.00° in SIS

Note: some subsets at the 3400 m and 1100 
m accuracy sites indicated adjustments 
between -0.01° through +0.01°; the mean of 
all roll verification processing at the accuracy 
sites indicated zero further adjustment.

Results: Roll

28
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EM304 Calibration

Heading calibration lines in the QPS 
Qimera (v2.3.3) Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: 0.00°
2. Calibration adjustment: +0.15°
3. Final hdg. offset: +0.15° in SIS

Results: Heading
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EM304 Calibration Results: Configuration in SIS
1. The small (or zero) adjustments for all offsets 

indicate a high-quality survey and implementation.
2. The Installation Parameters: Attitude 1 shown at 

left should be maintained until any modification is 
made to the POS MV or EM304 arrays, or another 
calibration becomes necessary for other reasons.

POST-CALIBRATION
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EM304 Swath Coverage Data Collection: Overview
During transits throughout EX2101 (top), the 
EM304 was run in automatic ping mode with swath 
angle limits of ±70° in order to let the system 
select its preferred modes and attempt to 
maximize swath coverage in depths of 200-3500 m.
Calibration and accuracy testing required various 
swath angle reductions; these files have been 
omitted from the swath coverage analysis.

Additionally, files collected with FM disabled (prior 
to resolving an attitude velocity issue in SIS) are 
also excluded from the coverage assessment.
The coverage test data set (bottom) includes 
representative files crossing a broad depth range in 
the Gulf of Mexico.
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EM304 Swath Coverage Data Collection: Overview
The outermost port and starboard valid soundings for all 
pings were plotted using MAC/NOAA tools to evaluate 
trends in the achieved swath width versus depth.
This coverage curve is useful for examining 
improvements with the MKII upgrade, survey line 
planning, and setting a baseline for performance with 
the new TX array; among other vessels, reductions in 
coverage have indicated increasing vessel noise or 
hardware issues, such as reduced transmission strength.

Note that transits were conducted at 9-10 kts rather 
than a typical survey speed of 8-9 kts; the speed (see 
the RX Noise BIST section), various sea states, and 
oblique transits across the Florida Escarpment and 
continental slope may negatively (or unevenly) impact 
swath coverage.
Additional coverage testing conducted near Blake Ridge 
was complicated by weather and unexpected mode 
switching behavior and has been excluded from the 
following plots.
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EM304 Swath Coverage Results: 200-3500 m

EX2101 extinction data show generally 
symmetric coverage and suggest no systemic 
coverage limitations from vessel noise or 
hardware.
The EM304 generally achieved full coverage 
down to 500 m depth; the system then reported 
4-5X WD coverage to 2250 m before beginning 
to show rapid ‘roll-off’ due to acoustic 
attenuation at longer range.

Throughout EX2101, the EM304 generally 
switched depth modes as expected to maximize 
swath width when in Auto mode. Further details 
are provided in later slides.
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EM304 Swath Coverage Results: Comparison to 2018-19

EX2101 EM304 MKII data (colored by depth) are 
plotted over EX1902 and EX1810 EM302 data (gray).
Max. swath angles were reduced from ±75° (EM302) 
to ±70° (EM304, as noted in EX2000 report), reducing 
total coverage in shallower depth ranges where 
attenuation is not yet limiting (e.g., less than 1000 m).

Between 1000-1500 m, the EM304 MKII generally 
maintained near-maximum swath angles and 
matched typical EM302 coverage.
Beyond 1500 m, the EM302 coverage curve begins to 
‘roll-off’ (i.e., where attenuation begins to limit 
EM302 coverage) while the EM304 MKII maintained 
near-maximum coverage.
Between 1500-3500 m (maximum depth tested in the 
Gulf of Mexico), the EM304 MKII achieved 0.25-1.0X 
WD additional coverage beyond the EM302 curve.

The EX1810 and EX1902 reports provide historic 
coverage data for reference.
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EM304 Swath Coverage Results: Depth Modes

EX2101 extinction data generally show a 
downward shift in mode transition depths, such 
as the increase in the transition from Deeper 
(CW/FM) to Very Deep (FM) mode to 
approximately 3400 m in this data set.
Historically, this transition from CW/FM Mix 
(i.e., EM302 Deep 2) to full FM occurred near 
3000 m where coverage fell below ±52° (i.e., 
max. swath angles in Very Deep).

The EM304 MKII achieved broader coverage in 
this depth range while maintaining its CW/FM 
Mix (Deeper) mode to 3400+ m; beyond this 
depth, the system may need to transition to full 
FM (Very Deep mode, limited to ±52°).
In depths less than 3500 m, the EM304 generally 
switched modes as expected to maximize swath 
width in Auto mode.
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EM304 Swath Coverage Results: Manual Modes (Into Seas)

During the transit back from the 5200 m 
reference site, the depth modes were manually 
selected based on the expected transition 
depths from the EM304 spec (e.g., 3300 m 
transition between Deeper and Very Deep).

The ship was heading directly into a swell with 
high winds, causing bubble sweep and reducing 
the swath width compared to typical coverage.

Taken together, coverage data from the Gulf of 
Mexico and Atlantic transits would likely support 
a Deeper-to-Very Deep transition depth of 
~3500 m; this is a compromise between 
coverage (possibly greater in Deeper mode, as 
Very Deep is limited to ±52°), swath quality 
(improved with full FM over CW/FM in Deeper 
mode at 3500+ m), and sounding density (dual-
swath in Deeper and single-swath in Very Deep). 
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EM304 Swath Coverage Results: Data Rate

EX2101 swath coverage data were used to assess 
data rates versus depth with the latest .kmall data 
format (Rev. H) under ‘typical’ settings.
Rates were estimated by tracking bytes and time 
between ping datagrams (first swaths only, if dual-
swath) and extrapolating to hourly rates in a 100-
ping moving average.

Water column rates were estimated by scaling the 
bathymetry data rates by a factor of .kmwcd / 
.kmall size for each file.
These files include a single attitude source and 
exclude water column phase / extra detections.
Plots on the next slide show the bathymetry 
(.kmall-only) rates and total (.kmall + .kmwcd) 
rates.

EX2101 (EM304 MKII) and shallow EX1902 (EM302, 
black lines) data illustrate the higher EM304 rates, 
especially in depths <200 m; rates for each system
change little beyond 1500 m.
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RX Noise BIST Assessment EM304 Noise Level vs. Speed
Major limitations of multibeam performance can stem from 
elevated noise levels due to hull design, engines and other 
machinery, sea state, biofouling, electrical interference, etc.
To characterize the vessel’s noise environment as perceived by the 
EM304, a series of ‘continuous’ RX Noise Level Built-In Self-Tests 
(BISTs) were recorded while slowly accelerating and decelerating 
between minimum steerageway (0 RPM with vessel momentum) 
and maximum engine speed (165 RPM).

These speeds corresponded to ~1-10 kts over ground (as recorded 
in the BISTs and shown in the plot) or ~2-11 kts through the water 
with local currents.
The plot at left shows EM304 RX Noise Level versus speed in 
relatively calm seas (~2 ft swell, winds <10 kts) on April 18, 2021; all 
tests are shown (sorted by speed) as there was no appreciable 
difference in the accelerating and decelerating noise trends.
The vertical stripes are likely caused by swell impacting the hull 
during the RX noise test cycle; these illustrate the broadband noise 
perceived in elevated sea state but do not represent typical 
machinery or flow noise. 41



RX Noise BIST Assessment EM304 Noise Level vs. Speed
The EM304 MKII upgrade involved only TX hardware, and the RX 
hardware has not changed since the EX2000 EM304 SAT; however, 
the 2021 RX noise data set covers a broader frequency band, in line 
with the MKII TX upgrade (20-32 kHz for MKII vs. 26-34 kHz for MKI).

EX2101 results show very small changes in noise levels with speeds 
up to 7 kts, indicating low flow and machinery noise in this range; 
this is in line with the EX2000 EM304 SAT results (next slide).

A small increase was noted in the low-speed noise floor compared 
to EX2000, reflecting a possible increase in ship noise and/or greater 
susceptibility to (similar) ship noise in the (lower) MKII band.

Noise levels begin to increase appreciably at speeds >8 kts, though 
not as drastically as in previous years.
Importantly for SAT considerations, the combination of the new 
EM304 receiver (2020) and changes in filtering related to the MKII 
upgrade (2021) appear to have eliminated most of the consistently 
high noise levels for specific modules; these were seen as horizontal 
striping across all tests of the EM302 (2017-2019 with original and 
replacement RX arrays) and EM304 (2020 with new receiver).42





TX Channels BIST Assessment BIST Results: 2021

The EM304 MKII upgrade included a new TX array and 
firmware updates to the LPTX36 cards.

TX element impedance trends can be monitored through 
TX Channels BISTs; while these BISTs provide a useful 
proxy for array impedance, they do not include 
admittance data and are not a replacement for direct 
measurements (e.g., with the Kongsberg Cypher tool).
TX Channels BIST data collected dockside in Key West on 
April 16, 2021, are shown at right, indicating normal 
impedance levels for all but two channels at the start of 
the MKII TX array service life (note: the color scale reflects 
factory limits parsed from the BIST file).
The initial EM304 MKI SAT BIST from 2020 is shown on the 
next slide for comparison; note that the MKII TX array 
reduced the number of TX slots and cables from 48 to 28.

All 48 original EM304 LPTX36 cards were updated to MKII 
firmware before the 20 unused cards (due to the reduced 
cable count) were removed from the TX units and 
inventoried with the on-board spares kit.



TX Channels BIST Assessment BIST Results: 2020-2021
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A significant difference between the EM304 MKI (left, with original TX array) and EM304 MKII (right, with new 
TX array) is the number of TX slots (48 for the MKI and 28 for the MKII); all but two elements in the new MKII TX 
array fall within specification, representing the TX impedance baseline at the start of the MKII service life.

2020 (EM304) 2021 (EM304 MKII)



RX Channels BIST Assessment BIST Results: 2020-2021
1. No changes were made to the RX hardware 

during the MKII upgrade in 2021.
2. The 2020 (top) and 2021 (bottom) RX Channels 

BIST data show no significant changes aside from 
high impedance on one channel (board 2, ch. 23).
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Overview
1. Accuracy (in the sense of self-consistency) 

of a multibeam echosounder under 
‘normal’ survey conditions can be assessed 
by examining soundings collected during 
single-pass survey lines over a trusted 
bathymetric surface (a reference surface).

2. Reference surfaces typically cover flat or 
gently sloping terrain that has been 
carefully and densely surveyed, providing a 
large sample count and high degree of 
confidence in the depth of each grid cell.

3. Accuracy assessments provide a baseline 
for each mode and can help to reveal both 
changes to the system (e.g., reduced 
accuracy due to low transmit power from a 
degraded array) as well as changes to the 
operation environment (e.g., impacts of 
noise on the distribution of soundings and 
achievable swath width).

1100 m 
Accuracy

250 m 
Accuracy

3400 m 
Accuracy

250, 1100, and 3400 m accuracy sites during GoMex portion of EX2101.
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Overview
4. With routine assessments, accuracy testing 

can provide a critical window into 
performance over the system’s service life 
and may help to identify early signs of 
component failure.

5. EM304 MKII reference surfaces and 
crossline data were collected in different 
regions in order to assess all depth modes.

6. Sites were selected near transition depths 
for the EM304 MKII modes, under the 
constraints of suitably flat terrain within 
the operational areas near Key West and 
Blake Ridge.

7. Four depth ranges were tested:
1. Shallow (250 m: Shallow and Medium modes)
2. Medium (1100 m: Deep and Deeper modes)
3. Deep (3400 m: Deeper, Very Deep, Extra Deep, 

and Extreme Deep modes)
4. Very Deep (5200 m: Very Deep, Extra Deep, and 

Extreme Deep modes)

5200 m 
Accuracy

5200 m accuracy site off Blake Ridge during Atlantic portion of EX2101.





EM304 Accuracy Testing Testing Procedure

6. A tide model (TPX09) was applied for the 250 m 
crosslines, with amplitudes on the order of 0.2 m; 
no tide was applied to the deeper test data, as the 
amplitudes are insignificant in these depths.

7. The reference surfaces were gridded with the CUBE 
algorithm in QPS Qimera at appropriate resolutions, 
then filtered by slope, sounding density, and 
uncertainty in the NOAA/MAC accuracy plotter app.

8. Only reference surface cells meeting the slope, 
density, and uncertainty criteria were used for 
analyses of crossline data.

Reference Surfaces 250 m 1100 m 3400 m 5200 m

Nominal depth (m) 250 1100 3400 5200

Grid size (m) 10 30 100 200

Min. soundings/cell 50 20 20 20

Max. slope (deg) 5 5 3 3

Max. uncertainty (m) 10 10 10 10

Crossline max. diff. (m) 10 30 100 300
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Testing Procedure
9. Examples of the reference surface filter results and 

the final grid used for comparison are shown at left 
on this and preceding slides.

10.Crossline soundings (e.g., gray points at left; track 
line in black) were filtered to remove outliers based 
on distance from the reference grid, excluding 
soundings that are not representative of the normal 
swath behavior and would be readily flagged during 
routine processing; other systemic behavior of the 
echosounder was not edited or impacted.

11.Sounding depths were compared to reference grid 
depths (interpolated onto the sounding horizontal 
position); mean depth bias and depth bias standard 
deviations as a percentage of water depth were 
then computed in 1° angular bins across the swath 
for each configuration (shown in following slides).
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1. Results shown here include the ‘default’ modes at 
each depth, with FM enabled, yaw stabilization (rel. 
mean heading), and dual-swath (dynamic); all other 
crossline results with variations of these settings are 
included in Appendix 1 to illustrate their effects.

2. The EM304 provided expected performance across all 
depth modes, with generally zero-mean biases across 
the swath and typical increases in sounding difference 
standard deviations with beam angle.

3. In some cases, very small roll biases may be apparent 
in the mean depth trend lines; roll verification results 
using crosslines at the 3400 m and 1100 m sites were 
centered around zero, and no further roll adjustments 
have been made.

4. The trends in standard deviations generally remain 
within the expected ranges after excluding soundings 
based on a depth-appropriate distance from the 
reference surface (e.g., soundings that would be 
readily flagged during routine processing).

5. Accuracy trends are similar to those observed in 
previous deepwater multibeam SATs (e.g., elevated 
distribution of soundings near sector boundaries).

Example of swath accuracy as a percentage of water depth

Results for each setting are presented in the following slides

Results Overview
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6. Compared to other EM304 tests, the MKII showed 
an improvement in nadir tracking (i.e., less ‘punch 
through’) with the penetration filter set to both 
Weak and Off; this may also stem from depth gate 
filtering around the reference depth.

7. The crosslines suggest that the ‘Erik’s Horns’ or 
‘railroad track’ effect near nadir (historically a 
trade-off of the penetration filter) may be reduced 
if this filter can be turned off; it should still be 
applied in depths and seafloor types where the 
system is persistently mistracking at nadir.

8. Testing indicated an improvement in the vertical 
sounding distributions (as well as horizontal) with 
yaw stabilization enabled (rel. mean heading).

9. The schedule and sea state supported several 
modes at ‘shallower’ and ‘deeper’ ends of their 
intended ranges; the ‘typical’ mode for each depth 
was used for the reference survey and first 
crossline.

10. Results are presented in order of increasing depth.Example of swath accuracy as a percentage of water depth

Results for each setting are presented in the following slides

Results Overview
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Crossline
Setting

Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode1

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stab.2

Penetration 
Filter

Crossline Pass 
Number(s)

Ref. Surf. Shallow Dual CW RMH Off 8

1 Shallow Dual CW RMH Off 2

2 Medium Dual CW RMH Off 2

3 Shallow Dual CW Off Off 2

4 Medium Dual CW Off Off 2

1Dynamic for all dual swath modes
2RMH = Relative Mean Heading
Downward from top: reference surface bathymetry, sounding density, slope, 
uncertainty, and final surface after masking

250 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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250 m: Shallow/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 208, 210

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface
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250 m: Medium/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 212, 214

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface
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Setting Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode1

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stab.2

Penetration 
Filter

Number
of Passes

Ref. Surf. Deeper Dual Mix RMH Weak 8

1 Deeper Dual Mix RMH Weak 1

2 Deep Dual CW RMH Weak 1

3 Deep Single CW RMH Weak 1

4 Deeper Dual Mix Off Weak 1

5 Deeper Dual CW3 RMH Weak 1

1Dynamic for all dual swath modes
2RMH = Relative Mean Heading
3FM was disabled intentionally to force CW transmission, allowing a comparison of CW/FM 
Mix (default for this mode) with full CW (as used at the 3400 m site when FM was disabled 
without attitude velocity / Doppler correction)
Downward from top: reference surface bathymetry, sounding density, slope, uncertainty, and 
final surface after masking

1100 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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1100 m: Deep/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: file 0095

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>30 m from ref. surface

Spikes seen at CW/TX sector 
boundaries in Deeper (Mix) 
mode are not present in full 
CW mode
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1100 m: Deeper/Dual/Mix/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: file 0093

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>30 m from ref. surface

Yaw stabilization set to 
Relative Mean Heading 
shows reduced swath 
standard deviations in the 
outer swath compared to Off 
(file 0099).

Weak penetration filter: 
‘Erik’s Horns’ are evident 
near nadir at approx. ±10°
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Crossline
Setting

Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode1

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stab.2

Penetration 
Filter3

Crossline Pass 
Number(s)

Ref. Surf. Very Deep Single CW4 RMH Weak 6

1 Very Deep Single CW4 RMH Weak 1

2 Very Deep Single CW4 RMH Off 2

3 Deeper Dual CW4 RMH Weak 3

4 Very Deep Single FM RMH Weak 4, 5
(higher seas)

5 Very Deep Single FM RMH Off 6, 7
(lower seas)

6 Extra Deep Single FM RMH Off 8

7 Extreme Deep Single FM RMH Off 9

1Dynamic for all dual swath modes
2RMH = Relative Mean Heading
3The penetration filter effect on ‘Erik’s Horns’ was of interest based on transit data
4FM was disabled during the reference survey and the first set of crosslines due to an 
issue applying attitude velocity for Doppler correction; this was fixed for later crosslines
Downward from top: reference surface bathymetry, sounding density, slope, 
uncertainty, and final surface after masking

3400 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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3400 m: Very Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 147-148, 
150-151, 

2021-04-21

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

Penetration filter off: ‘Erik’s 
Horns’ are greatly reduced

A minor refraction artifact is 
present in this crossline
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3400 m: Extra Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 154-155 

2021-04-21

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

Penetration filter off: ‘Erik’s 
Horns’ are not clear

Extra Deep is limited to ±35°
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3400 m: Extreme Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 157-158 

2021-04-21

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

This reference depth is less 
than half of the intended 
depth for this mode

Extreme Deep is limited to 
±18°
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Setting Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stab.1

Penetration 
Filter2

Number
of Passes

Ref. Surf. Very Deep Single CW RMH Off 5

1 Very Deep Single CW RMH Off 1

2 Extra Deep Single CW RMH Off 1

3 Extreme Deep Single CW RMH Off 1

1RMH = Relative Mean Heading
2The penetration filter was set to Off based on other testing

Downward from top: reference surface bathymetry, sounding density, slope, 
uncertainty, and final surface after masking

5200 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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5200 m: Very Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 60-62

2021-05-05

Filtered to remove soundings 
>300 m from ref. surface

Very Deep is limited to ±52°; 
this mode achieved ~ ±43°
during the test
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5200 m: Extra Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 63-65

2021-05-05

Filtered to remove soundings 
>300 m from ref. surface

Extra Deep is limited to ±32°
and achieved its full swath 
width at 5200 m
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5200 m: Extreme Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 66-68

2021-05-05

Filtered to remove soundings 
>300 m from ref. surface

Extra Deep is limited to ±18°
and achieved its full swath 
width at 5200 m
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The EM304 currently receives POS MV position, attitude, and 
attitude velocity on three separate inputs (serial port 1, serial 
port 2, and ethernet, respectively).

Applanix supports the KM binary format that combines the 
attitude and attitude velocity (both 100 Hz) into a single 
message for ethernet input.

This approach has been used during recent SAT experience 
with the R/V Roger Revelle (EM124/EM712) and Saildrone 
Surveyor (EM304), and could be applied to the EX to simplify 
configuration.

This proposed change to KM Binary format could free up the 
POS MV serial line currently used for attitude input to the 
EM304; this could be re-dedicated for position output to the 
DP system, as the limited number of serial lines available 
requires a POS MV configuration change between mapping 
and ROV operations (precluding multibeam operation if 
desired during ROV ops).

Examples from the Revelle and Surveyor are presented in the 
following slides.

EX2101 POS MV Attitude in SIS

EX2101 POS MV Attitude Velocity in SIS



EM304 KM Binary Input Option Revelle and Surveyor Examples
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KM Binary input (Revelle) KM Binary input (Saildrone)





Post-EX2101 Follow-Up POS MV Dropouts
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The POS MV started experiencing routine dropouts late in the 
Atlantic portion of the SAT, causing bathymetry artifacts and 
missed pings.

The dropouts occur with consistent (and alternating) periods 
of either thirty seconds or two minutes between episodes.

These appear to manifest as a lost heading feed in the SIS 
telnet log, after which the EM304 rejects all attitude and 
either causes wildly curved swaths without attitude applied 
or misses pings altogether.

Applanix has been contacted regarding this behavior.
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Crossline
Setting

Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode1

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stab.2

Penetration 
Filter

Crossline Pass 
Number(s)

Ref. Surf. Shallow Dual CW RMH Off 8

1 Shallow Dual CW RMH Off 2

2 Medium Dual CW RMH Off 2

3 Shallow Dual CW Off Off 2

4 Medium Dual CW Off Off 2

1Dynamic for all dual swath modes
2RMH = Relative Mean Heading
Downward from top: reference surface bathymetry, sounding density, slope, 
uncertainty, and final surface after masking

250 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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250 m: Shallow/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 2: file 208

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface

Max. swath angles were set 
to 65° for this crossline
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250 m: Shallow/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 2 of 2: file 210

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface
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250 m: Shallow/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 208, 210

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface
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250 m: Medium/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 2: file 212

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface
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250 m: Medium/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 2 of 2: file 214

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface
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250 m: Medium/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 212, 214

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface
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250 m: Shallow/Dual/CW/Off

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 2: file 216

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface

Yaw stabilization turned off 
for comparison with Shallow 
mode files 208 and 210 with 
yaw stabilization on Rel. 
Mean Heading
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250 m: Shallow/Dual/CW/Off

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 2 of 2: file 218

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface

Yaw stabilization turned off 
for comparison with Shallow 
mode files 208 and 210 with 
yaw stabilization on Rel. 
Mean Heading
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250 m: Shallow/Dual/CW/Off

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 216, 218

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface

Yaw stabilization turned off 
for comparison with Shallow 
mode files 208 and 210 with 
yaw stabilization on Rel. 
Mean Heading
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250 m: Medium/Dual/CW/Off

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1: file 220

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface

Yaw stabilization turned off 
for comparison with Medium 
mode files 212 and 214 with 
yaw stabilization on Rel. 
Mean Heading
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250 m: Medium/Dual/CW/Off

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 2: file 222

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface

Yaw stabilization turned off 
for comparison with Medium 
mode files 212 and 214 with 
yaw stabilization on Rel. 
Mean Heading
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250 m: Medium/Dual/CW/Off

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 220, 222

2021-04-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>10 m from ref. surface

Yaw stabilization turned off 
for comparison with Medium 
mode files 212 and 214 with 
yaw stabilization on Rel. 
Mean Heading
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Setting Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode1

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stab.2

Penetration 
Filter

Number
of Passes

Ref. Surf. Deeper Dual Mix RMH Weak 8

1 Deeper Dual Mix RMH Weak 1

2 Deep Dual CW RMH Weak 1

3 Deep Single CW RMH Weak 1

4 Deeper Dual Mix Off Weak 1

5 Deeper Dual CW3 RMH Weak 1

1Dynamic for all dual swath modes
2RMH = Relative Mean Heading
3FM was disabled intentionally to force CW transmission, allowing a comparison of CW/FM 
Mix (default for this mode) with full CW (as used at the 3400 m site when FM was disabled 
without attitude velocity / Doppler correction)
Downward from top: reference surface bathymetry, sounding density, slope, uncertainty, and 
final surface after masking

1100 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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1100 m: Deeper/Dual/Mix/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: file 0093

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>30 m from ref. surface

Yaw stabilization set to 
Relative Mean Heading 
shows reduced swath 
standard deviations in the 
outer swath compared to Off 
(file 0099)

Weak penetration filter: 
‘Erik’s Horns’ are evident 
near nadir at approx. ±10°
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1100 m: Deep/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: file 0095

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>30 m from ref. surface

Spikes seen at CW/TX sector 
boundaries in Deeper (Mix) 
mode are not present in full 
CW mode
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1100 m: Deep/Single/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: file 0097

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>30 m from ref. surface

Single swath shows almost 
identical trends as dual 
swath, aside from refraction
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1100 m: Deeper/Dual/Mix/Off

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: file 0099

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>30 m from ref. surface

Elevated standard deviations 
in outer swath compared to 
RMH yaw stabilization in file 
0093
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1100 m: Deeper/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: file 0102

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>30 m from ref. surface

Spikes seen at CW/TX sector 
boundaries in Deeper (Mix) 
mode are not present in full 
CW mode (FM is disabled for 
this Deeper crossline)

A small refraction trend is 
evident, despite frequent 
sound speed profiling in this 
highly variable region
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Crossline
Setting

Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode1

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stab.2

Penetration 
Filter3

Crossline Pass 
Number(s)

Ref. Surf. Very Deep Single CW4 RMH Weak 6

1 Very Deep Single CW4 RMH Weak 1

2 Very Deep Single CW4 RMH Off 2

3 Deeper Dual CW4 RMH Weak 3

4 Very Deep Single FM RMH Weak 4, 5
(higher seas)

5 Very Deep Single FM RMH Off 6, 7
(lower seas)

6 Extra Deep Single FM RMH Off 8

7 Extreme Deep Single FM RMH Off 9

1Dynamic for all dual swath modes
2RMH = Relative Mean Heading
3The penetration filter effect on ‘Erik’s Horns’ was of interest based on transit data
4FM was disabled during the reference survey and the first set of crosslines due to an 
issue applying attitude velocity for Doppler correction; this was fixed for later crosslines
Downward from top: reference surface bathymetry, sounding density, slope, 
uncertainty, and final surface after masking

3400 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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3400 m: Very Deep/Single/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 54-55

2021-04-18

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

CW pulse form (FM disabled) 
due to an issue in applying 
attitude velocity for Doppler 
correction

Weak penetration filter: 
‘Erik’s Horns’ are evident 
near nadir at approx. ±10°

Very Deep is limited to ±52°
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3400 m: Very Deep/Single/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 57-58

2021-04-18

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

CW pulse form (FM disabled) 
due to an issue in applying 
attitude velocity for Doppler 
correction

Weak penetration off: ‘Erik’s 
Horns’ are reduced near 
nadir (not to be confused 
with elevated st. dev. at the 
15° TX sector boundary)
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3400 m: Deeper/Dual/CW/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 61-63

2021-04-18

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

CW pulse form (FM disabled) 
due to an issue in applying 
attitude velocity for Doppler 
correction

Weak penetration filter: 
‘Erik’s Horns’ are evident 
near nadir at approx. ±10°
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3400 m: Very Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 2: files 108-110

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

Weak penetration filter: 
‘Erik’s Horns’ are evident 
near nadir at approx. ±10°

Elevated sea state
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3400 m: Very Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 2 of 2: files 112-114

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

Weak penetration filter: 
‘Erik’s Horns’ are evident 
near nadir at approx. ±10°

Elevated sea state
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3400 m: Very Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 108-110, 
112-114

2021-04-19

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

Weak penetration filter: 
‘Erik’s Horns’ are evident 
near nadir at approx. ±10°

Elevated sea state
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3400 m: Very Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 2: files 147-148

2021-04-21

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

Penetration filter off: ‘Erik’s 
Horns’ are greatly reduced

A minor refraction artifact is 
present in this crossline
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3400 m: Very Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 2 of 2: files 150-151

2021-04-21

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

Penetration filter off: ‘Erik’s 
Horns’ are greatly reduced

A minor refraction artifact is 
present in this crossline
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3400 m: Very Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 147-148, 
150-151, 

2021-04-21

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

Penetration filter off: ‘Erik’s 
Horns’ are greatly reduced

A minor refraction artifact is 
present in this crossline
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3400 m: Extra Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 154-155 

2021-04-21

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

Penetration filter off: ‘Erik’s 
Horns’ are not clear

Extra Deep is limited to ±35°
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3400 m: Extreme Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 157-158 

2021-04-21

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface

FM pulse enabled with 
attitude velocity applied

This reference depth is less 
than half of the intended 
depth for this mode

Extreme Deep is limited to 
±18°
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Setting Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stab.1

Penetration 
Filter2

Number
of Passes

Ref. Surf. Very Deep Single CW RMH Off 5

1 Very Deep Single CW RMH Off 1

2 Extra Deep Single CW RMH Off 1

3 Extreme Deep Single CW RMH Off 1

1RMH = Relative Mean Heading
2The penetration filter was set to Off based on other testing

Downward from top: reference surface bathymetry, sounding density, slope, 
uncertainty, and final surface after masking

5200 m Accuracy: Data Collection
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5200 m: Very Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 60-62

2021-05-05

Filtered to remove soundings 
>300 m from ref. surface

Very Deep is limited to ±52°; 
this mode achieved ~ ±43°
during the test
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5200 m: Extra Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 63-65

2021-05-05

Filtered to remove soundings 
>300 m from ref. surface

Extra Deep is limited to ±32°
and achieved its full swath 
width at 5200 m
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5200 m: Extreme Deep/Single/FM/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1 of 1: files 66-68

2021-05-05

Filtered to remove soundings 
>300 m from ref. surface

Extra Deep is limited to ±18°
and achieved its full swath 
width at 5200 m
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TX alongtrack tilt = -3.0 deg and Penetration Filter 
OFF to reduce Erik’s Horns / ‘railroad’ artifact
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